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Section-A

Attempt all questions of this section. Each question carry
equal marks. (2x10 : 20)

(a) Write the catrchy's Reimaun conditions in polar coor-
dinates s5ilstem.

(b) Write the statement of generalized cauchy's integral
formula for nft derivative of an analytii function at the
point Z - Zo.

Find the Z - transfonn o1' Uo : {u, }

Write the norrnal equations to fit a curye y - axz + b by

least square method.

(c)

(d)

(Following Paper ID and RoII No. to be fified in your
Answer Books)



If covariance between .r and y variable is 10 and the

variance ofx and y are respectively 16 and 9, ftld the

coefficient of correlation.

The regression equations calculated from a given set of
observations for two random variable are

x : -{.4y * 6.4 and y : -O.6x * 4.6 calculate mean

values of x and y. 
..:

Write the Newton's Raphson iterative formula to find

the value of .JN .

Find the missing data in the given table :

x 0 I 2 3

flx) 580 s56 465

(r) It J@) is given in following table :

x 0 0.5 I

TV) I 0.8 0.5

then using fiapezoidal rule, evaluate

lx*la*

(i) Find the third forward difference with the arguments

2, 4, 6,8 of the functio n flx): i3 - bc

., , . ,, (2) - - -,

zt}s8,8,ttzsg,rt4ls

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

!



Section-B

2. Attempt any five questions from this section.

(10x5 : 50)

(a) Find the Laurent series for the function

f (z) -7 
z2 +92 -18 ,z iscomplex variable
23 -92 .-:

valid for the regions

(r) 0<lrl<3 (ii) lzl>3

(b) using calculus of residue, evaluate the
integral

r@ dxt-
$ (o, + xr),

following

Find the inverse Fourier sine transform of !r-*

using least square method, fit a second degree poly-
nomial from the following data:",,

Alsoestimateyatx:6.j

(c)

(d)



(e) For the following data, calculate the finite differences

and obtain the forward and backrrard difference poly-

nomials. Also interpolate at x- A,25 and x : 0.35

x 0. I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

TU) 1.40 1.56 1.76 2.00 2.28

(0 Construct the divided differerce table for the data.

x 0.5 1,5 3.0 5.0 6.5 8.0

lv) 1.62 5.87 31.0 131.0 282.12 521.0

Hence find the interpolating polpomial and an ap-

proximation to the value of /(z).

G) Solve the system of equations NK:B, where

11
02
22
32

I

I

I
I

-21
1llB-
O I,

-rl
^11

- 101

:l
-5 J

using the LU decdomposition method. Take all the

diagonal elements of L as l.



(h) Solve the initial value problem

g- 
= -zxy' ,y(o) = I

&c

with h : 0.1 on the interval [0,0.3]. Use the fourth order

Runge-Kutta method.

.":

Section-C

Note: Attempt any two questions from this section. Each

question carry equal marks. (15x2:30)

3. (a) Show that for the function gre as -

fZ*ytx + iy)

f(r)=1 *, ULo
if z* ol

tf z:0j

The C-R conditions are satisfied at origin but derivative of

flr) at origin does not exist.

(b) Verify that the function on 4(xy) : xy is harmonic and find

its conjug ateharrnonic function. Ercpress t*iv as an analytic

functionfrz).

u - i2 - )P- Y i

t\-,



(c) find the Fourier tr:ansform ofBlock functionflr) ofheight I
and duration a defined by

f(t)=

4, (a) Using

Un+z -

the difference equation

with uo: ur = |

(b) The first four moments of a distibtrtion about x - 4 are

1,4, 10, 45. Comment on the skewness and Kurtosis of
the distribution.

(c) For l0 observations on price

following data were obtained

I.x = 130 ,Zy = 220,Zxz - ZZB9 ,

7.rc2 - 5506 and Ery - 3467

(x) and supply (y) the

Obtain the two lines of regression.

5. (a) Find the root of the euqation xe' = 3 by regula talsi

method correct up to two decirnal places in the interval (1,

1.5).

{, fortrts;\

[O otherwir.J

Z - tranfoiln, r*.:

4un*t+3ur=5'




